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Law360, New York (November 05, 2014, 12:30 PM ET) --
During a three-week period in 2011, the U.S. Supreme
Court and Florida Supreme Court each issued seminal
decisions on the commonality requirement for class actions.
As known to most practitioners, in Wal-Mart Stores Inc. v.
Dukes, 131 S. Ct. 2541 (2011), the Supreme Court held that
under the commonality requirement of Rule 23(a)(2), “‘What
matters to class certification ... is not the raising of common
‘questions’ — even in droves — but, rather the capacity of a
classwide proceeding to generate common answers.’”[1] By
contrast, in Sosa v. Safeway Premium Financial Co., 73 So.
3d 91 (Fla. 2011), the Florida Supreme Court held that the
commonality threshold of Florida Rule 1.220(a)(2) “is not
high,” and that the Florida standard “only requires that ...
the subject of the class action presents a question of
common or general interest.”[2]

Since then, many appellate court decisions have addressed
the federal court standard, while few such decisions have
addressed the Florida court standard. Florida Supreme Court Justice Charles Canady has
described the latter standard as “a sea change in Florida’s law governing class actions.”

This article discusses the handful of decisions applying the Florida standard and its muddled
nature — a matter of significant interest, particularly given the high volume of putative
consumer class actions now being filed in Florida state courts.

Florida’s Focus on Common Questions, Not Answers

In Sosa, the Florida Supreme Court, by a 4-3 vote, reversed a Third District Court of Appeal
decision that found class certification inappropriate for lack of commonality. The plaintiff
sought certification of a class of consumers assessed certain “service charges” on premium
finance agreements of more than $20 during a 12-month period, in violation of a Florida
statute. Another statute provided for recovery of twice the amount of the service charge
paid, but only when a premium finance company “knowingly” took or received an
unauthorized charge.

The District Court of Appeal reasoned that commonality was absent, because any excess
charges might have been imposed due to “different circumstances for each individual
member of the class,” such as unintentional individualized processing errors. In reversing
the court of appeal, the Florida Supreme Court held that the “primary concern” of Florida’s
commonality requirement simply “is whether the representative’s claim arises from the
same practice or course of conduct that gave rise to the remaining claims and whether the
claims are based on the same legal theory.” The Florida Supreme Court added that Florida’s
commonality requirement “is not high,” and “is satisfied if the questions linking the class
members are substantially related to the resolution of the litigation, even if the individuals
are not identically situated.”
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In effect, the Florida Supreme Court’s decision in Sosa centered on the existence of
common questions, while the U.S. Supreme Court’s decision in Dukes centered on the
existence of common answers.

Florida’s Post-Sosa Decisions on Commonality are Few and Cursory

Surprisingly, since Sosa was issued, there have been very few Florida appellate court
decisions discussing the Sosa commonality standard. The Florida Supreme Court has
addressed Sosa just once, in a one paragraph decision issued in January 2013.

There, in Soper v. Tire Kingdom Inc., 124 So. 3d 804 (Fla. 2013), the Florida Supreme
Court quashed a Third District Court of Appeal decision denying class certification. In that
one paragraph, the Florida Supreme Court ruled, without more, that the court of appeal’s
decision simply was “in express and direct conflict” with Sosa. The plaintiffs alleged the
defendant committed deceptive practices related to the imposition of certain “shop charges”
for automobile repairs. The court of appeal, citing Dukes, held that commonality was absent
because, to establish liability, “individualized proof would be required” concerning each class
member’s knowledge of the shop charges prior to payment (e.g., advertisements read,
store signage reviewed, conversations with the defendant’s store personnel). As such, by
quashing the court of appeal’s order, the Florida Supreme Court tacitly found that the
plaintiffs’ allegations met the Sosa standard by presenting “substantially related” questions
linking the class members. However, the Florida Supreme Court provided no explanation or
reasoning for this result.

Other appellate court decisions applying Sosa have been similarly cursory. The decision in
Miami Auto. Retail Inc. v. Baldwin, 97 So. 3d 846 (Fla. 3d DCA 2012) apparently contains
the most direct application of the Sosa commonality standard. But there again, the court’s
discussion of commonality was limited to one paragraph. That paragraph first paraphrased,
in one sentence, the standard itself. The court then found that the plaintiff “established
commonality” when she alleged a car dealer incorrectly overestimated amounts owed on
trade-in vehicles to class members, in violation of the Florida Deceptive and Unfair Trade
Practices Act. No further analysis was provided.[3]

Likewise, in Florida Department of Agriculture and Consumer Services v. Lopez-Brignoni,
114 So. 3d 1138 (Fla. 3d DCA 2012), the court found that “the commonality required for
class treatment” was met where the plaintiff sought damages consisting of the “replacement
cost” of destroyed trees, and not “subjective damages such as loss of shade,
ornamentation, fruit or privacy.” Again, while that decision cited Sosa, the opinion contained
no further discussion of the commonality requirement.

Yet other recent decisions have cited Sosa, but have decided class certification issues on
other grounds, without any review or application of the Sosa commonality standard.
Examples of such decisions include Porsche Cars N. Am. Inc. v. Diamond, 140 So. 3d 1090
(Fla. 3d DCA 2014) (predominance); CVE Master Mgmt. Co. v. Ventnor “B” Condo. Ass’n,
140 So. 3d 1074 (Fla. 4th DCA 2014) (typicality and adequacy); Alterwoods Group Inc. v.
Garcia, 119 So. 3d 497 (Fla. 3d DCA 2013) (predominance).

End Result: Little Certainty on Florida’s Commonality Standard

Pending the issuance of further decisions applying the Sosa commonality standard, the
standard — which centers on the existence of “question[s] of common or general interest,”
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claims predicated on the “same practice or course of conduct” and claims “based on the
same legal theory” — remains muddled.

To be sure, the Sosa commonality standard, which focuses on common questions, in stark
contrast to the common answers required by the federal court standard in Dukes, presents
a more lenient requirement for class actions pending in Florida state courts than in federal
court. Plaintiffs’ counsel should consider this distinction when evaluating where to file such
cases. Defense counsel should make the same evaluation, subject to other applicable
considerations, when deciding whether to remove a class action filed in state court.

The upshot? Under the federal standard, classes may not have been certified in Sosa or Tire
Kingdom, effectively ending those cases. But the cases have concluded in another manner.
On Sept. 10, 2012, a Florida circuit court approved a class action settlement in Sosa. On
Oct. 7, 2014, a similar approval was entered in Tire Kingdom.

—By Richard S. Davis, Foley & Lardner LLP

Richard Davis is a partner in Foley & Lardner's Miami office.

The opinions expressed are those of the author(s) and do not necessarily reflect the views
of the firm, its clients, or Portfolio Media Inc., or any of its or their respective affiliates. This
article is for general information purposes and is not intended to be and should not be taken
as legal advice.

[1] In Dukes, the plaintiffs sought certification of a nationwide class of female store
employees allegedly subject to sex discrimination in pay and promotions. The Supreme
Court held that commonality was absent because “[w]ithout some glue holding the alleged
reasons for all [pay and promotion] decisions together, it will be impossible to say that
examination of all the class members’ claims for relief will produce a common answer to the
crucial question why was I disfavored.”

[2] Rule 23(a)(2) provides that class actions may be maintained if, among other things,
“there are questions of law or fact common to the class.” Rule 1.220(a)(2) requires that
“the claim or defense of the representative party raises questions of law or fact common to
the questions of law or fact raised by the claim or defense of each member of the class.”

[3] Notwithstanding the existence of commonality, the court of appeal nonetheless found
that class certification was inappropriate, in part, because the distinct predominance
element for the class action was absent. As the Florida Supreme Court stated in Sosa, “The
predominance and commonality requirements parallel one another, but are not identical. ...
A class representative [establishes predominance] if he or she, by proving his or her own
individual case, necessarily proves the cases of the other class members.” In Miami Auto.
Retail, the court of appeal held that predominance was lacking because the plaintiff “not
only will have to prove her claim, but also she will have to prove each individual class
member’s claim because each class member’s claim will require individualized
determinations about what was represented or promised to each class member.”
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